OUTSOURCING:

WHY DO
STARTUPS FAIL?

WHY START YOUR
OWN BUSINESS?
Becoming the next big thing like Uber, Airbnb and
Stripe aren’t the only motivation drivers that urge
people to start their own company:

42% - No market need

55% - Ready to be your own boss

29% - Ran out of cash

39% - Wanted to pursue your passion

23% - Not the right team

25% - Dissastisfied with the corporate USA

19% - Get outcompeted
25% - Opportunity presented itself
18% - Pricing/Cost issues


















 


































   

















    


   

  

 

         

   


     
      
   
 

     


• 95% of businesses view this new workforce as a key element in developing and running a successful business.
• Outsourcing can save you 60% on overhead costs.
• Tech startup leaders must use company time and resources wisely to stay afloat.
• Startup owners can spend around 40% of their working hours on tasks that do not generate income such as
hiring, HR tasks, and payroll.
• Entrepreneurs are at risk of selling themselves short because 51% say that they are too busy getting work
done to sell and 37% dislike selling enough that they put it off.

  
 

    
In-house:

Outsourced:

These are the costs of hiring a full-time employee:

• Flat rate
• Contract/Management Fee
• Transition cost
• Sales Revenue + Commission

• Basic Wage/Salary
• Paid leave
• Supplemental pay
• Insurance
• Retirement & Savings
• Legally Required benefit costs
• Payroll taxes

         
     
    

 
> Access to worldwide talent

Talented, driven individuals can be found in every country. Expanding your search to find qualified people from other countries to fill
open positions could result in getting more work accomplished.

> Advantage to enter foreign markets

As you look overseas to grow your team, your startup will be better equipped to make a meaningful impact in markets across the globe.

> Save up double in wages

In-house employees may expect medical and dental benefits, and most likely a 401(k) plan match. These costs can get quire high, whereas
you just pay a flat rate if you outsource.

> Stronger financial returns
Outsourcing locally eliminates any spending on overhead costs that an in-house person would require. Thus, the money can be used on
any new business opportunities.

> Hit the market faster

Many outsourced teams are now embracing agile techniques to streamline the development process and encourage collaboration.

> Collaboration provides new & useful perspectives
Be open to collaborating with partners. They have niche experience and knowledge that can help you. They can provide useful insight in
terms of strategic development.

> Fewer risks

Your company will benefit from a team that focuses solely on specific tasks because internal team members often have numerous tasks
to meet each day, which can be distracting and lower team productivity.

In its early days, slack used offshore development services for its startup. Slack hired a
web designing company to improve its product. Startups have a very small return of
investment in the early stages of existence. Therefore, it is better to hire an independent
firm that has performed tasks several times and are familiar with strategies that are
effective. Lack of skilled workers inhibits product development and makes it difficult to
scale operations.

Alibaba had only $20,000 when it started and outsourced
website building to the U.S. Their outsourced partner
bought huge revenue in just 3 years and made it huge.

   
   
  


 



www.onsource.co
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